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NASA Case Study
About NASA and the WESTPRIME contract:
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the agency of the United
States government that is responsible for the nation’s civilian space program and for
aeronautics and aerospace research.
The NASA Web Enterprises Services and Technology contract (WESTPRIME) was
established to create a standard for public cloud usage within NASA. WESTPRIME deals
with everything from the very well known www.nasa.gov site to privately accessible web
applications used by NASA staff around the world. InfoZen is the prime contractor for
NASA WESTPRIME

Ansible user:
Jonathan Davila, DevOps Lead, InfoZen (@DefionsCode)

What is your business challenge?
NASA WESTPRIME’s initial focus was to move roughly 65 applications from a traditional
hardware based data center in a rapid time-line to a cloud-based environment. The rapid
time-line resulted in many applications being migrated ‘as-is’ to a cloud environment.
This allowed for NASA to gain significant cost savings from the change in infrastructure
but did not allow for immediate cloud optimization of the applications and sites. As a
result of the rapid migration requirement we had an environment spanning multiple
virtual private clouds (VPCs) and AWS accounts that could not be easily managed. This
resulted in scenarios where even simple things, like ensuring every system administrator
had access to every server, or simple patching, were extremely burdensome.

“ As a result of
implementing Ansible
we are better equipped
to manage our
environment. Ansible
has allowed us to provide
better operations and
security to our clients. It
has also increased our
efficiency as a team.”
– Jonathan Davila
DevOps Lead, InfoZen

How is NASA using Ansible?
To solve the problems that we had with lack of centralized management and a diverse
environment, we evaluated multiple solutions and decided on an implementation of
Ansible Tower. We are now leveraging Ansible Tower to manage our environment in a
very organized and scheduled way. As a result of our Ansible Tower implementation we
have achieved the following efficiencies:
•

NASA web app servers are being patched routinely and automatically through
Ansible Tower with a very simple 10-line Ansible playbook.

•

Ansible is also being used to re-mediate security issues and was leveraged to
re-mediate both OpenSSL issues earlier this year. This not only saved us time but
allowed us to quickly re-mediate a very daunting security issue.

•

Every single week both the full and mobile versions of www.nasa.gov are updated
via Ansible, generally only taking about 5 minutes to do.

Try Ansible Tower now:
ansible.com/tower
or contact us:
info@ansible.com
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•

OS level user accounts for mission critical staff are continually checked and created if missing. We can now say with absolute
certainty that everyone who needs access has access, even if that means adding or removing a user almost instantly from all
servers.

•

We have also integrated Ansible facts into our CMDB, CloudAware, for better management visibility of our entire AWS inventory.
As a result, we are able to organize our inventory of AWS resources in a very granular way that was not possible before.

•

Ansible is also used to ensure our environment is compliant with necessary Federal security standards as outlined by FedRAMP
and other regulatory requirements.

What technology or products did you use in the past to solve this problem, if any?
While parts of the technical staff would sometimes use Ansible core for some tasks, previously NASA WESTPRIME was using shell
scripts and manual SSH-based administration. After testing, we decided that Ansible was the best fit for us, due to:
•

Ansible does not require agents to be installed on hosts; native use of SSH

•

The learning curve is very small and took less than a day to learn

•

Non-technical staff can read an Ansible Playbook and know what’s happening

•

Most active open source community among its competitors

What are your results with Ansible?
As a result of implementing Ansible we are better equipped to manage our environment. Ansible has allowed us to provide better
operations and security to our clients. It has also increased our efficiency as a team. By the numbers:
•

www.nasa.gov update window went from over 1 hour, to 5 minutes or less

•

Patching updates went from a multi-day process to a 45 minute process

•

Near real-time RAM and Disk monitoring accomplished without agents

•

OS Account provisioning across entire environment in less than 10 minutes

•

Baselining our standard AMI’s went from 1 hour of manual configuration to becoming an invisible background process

•

Application Stacks went from 1-2 hours to set up, to about 10 minutes per stack

What are your plans to grow your Ansible usage moving forward?
As we progress towards a more optimized environment we have strategic modernization plans that include a heavy dependency on
Ansible and Ansible Tower. We are working on moving many applications into cycles of Continuous Integration and Deployment,
which will be leveraging Ansible as the conductor of these architectures. In the future, Ansible will be used to manage our stack of
Windows servers and perform the same magic we’ve been able to achieve in our Linux environments.
The end goal will be for our production environment to be completely automated with system administrators only needing to SSH/
WINRM into instances manually for troubleshooting. All other instance changes would happen exclusively through Ansible (and the
occasional CloudFormation template).
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